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Concerning This Issue . . .

Chinese plants and gardens have inspired our contribu-

tors to prepare articles that combine careful research inter-

spersed with yearning reflections upon a horticultural style.

“Contemplating the Chinese Garden” is Randolph

Sorensen who sets the tone about Chinese gardens

through history and literature. Dr. Harold B. Tukey

brings us into the twentieth century to give his impres-

sions of Beijing—of the people, as much as the state of

horticulture, during his fall 1988 visit. For this same time

period, Fred Nilsen of Portland’s Hoyt Arboretum

follows the routes of the plant explorers in his article on

Yunnan Province.

In this issue, Brian O. Mulligan puts Chinese horticul-

tural discoveries into perspective for the Washington Park

Arboretum collections. In turn, Roy Taylor (president of

the Chicago Horticultural Society) puts his years of ac-

quaintanceship with Brian into perspective in part three of

our four-part series on the director emeritus .

“The Great Fall of China,” by Daniel Hinkley, de-

scribes the splendor of the Arboretum’s Chinese plantings

in autumn. Then Kendall Gambrill reflects on unusual

Chinese ornamentals in the private collection of Mrs.

Pendleton Miller. Seattle’s prospective Chinese public

garden, designed by a team in Seattle’s sister city of Chong-

qing, is presented for the imagination by Ulrike Hilbom.

Scot Medbury explores penjing (Chinese bonsai) in

“The Northwest Garden Explorer’ ’ and Van Bobbitt pro-

vides practical information on the Chinese tree-of-heaven

in the “Northwest Hort Review.”

In addition to the regular informative columns and the

book reviews that she has gathered, Valerie Easton offers

“The Horticultural Reader.” This new column will ap-

pear occasionally to highlight special articles appearing in

periodicals that you can find at CUH’s Elisabeth C. Miller

Library and elsewhere. Elizabeth A. Moses files her report

as outgoing president of The Arboretum Foundation near

Chris Pfeiffer’s seasonal endeavor to update us on autumn

“In the Arboretum.” T
Jan Silver, Editor
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Contemplating the

Chinese Garden
by Randolph Sorensen

The essence of the Chinesegarden is described

through history and literature.

O nce upon a time, Chuang Zi dreamed he

was a butterfly; a butterfly flying about in

the garden enjoying itself. It did not know that it

was Chuang Zi. Suddenly, he awoke, and veritably

was Chuang Zi again. We do not know whether it

was Chuang Zi dreaming that he was a butterfly, or

that it was a butterfly dreaming that it was Chuang

Zi.” (from PBS series The Heart of the Dragon,

Antelope-Sino-Hawkshead)

Like Chuang Zi, many dream about Chinese gar-

dens: gardens that recreate and interpret nature,

symbolize the search for immortality, and represent

a place for retreat.

To understand Chinese gardens, we can contrast

them with those of the West. Traditional Chinese

gardens do not represent nature only, but rather

man and nature. In China, populated regions are

densely settled, so parks and gardens necessarily in-

clude people as well as plants.

Chinese gardens are also about social hierarchy.

The great imperial parks, temple gardens, and

private gardens tended to be accessible largely to

privileged groups, courtiers, bureaucrats, scholars,

priests, and wealthy merchants. Typical city folk

would have had to make do with penjing (bonsai),

flower pots, or the local temple garden. Peasant

families had their grain fields and vegetable plots.

All of these were to one degree or another land-

scapes that people had domesticated. They did not

represent attempts to recreate untamed natural

landscapes. The less humble the landscape or

garden tended to be, the more they approximated

the natural landscape, the more symbolic rather

than botanical their plantings were, and the more

restricted was public access (Chen and Yu 1982;

Chung 1982; Tsu 1988). In modem China, the

plantings are invariably fenced off from the trampl-

ing hordes of people who come to the parks to

escape not into nature, but into anonymity.

As we look at Chinese gardens, we perceive a cer-

tain regularity or geometry. These gardens are

designed according to the principles of Feng-shui

(literally, wind and water), which seek to find

balance between man and land in the placing of the

elements within the garden, and in the placing of

the garden in the surrounding landscape. They

have stones, mountains, lakes, rivers, waterfalls,

houses, pavilions, and bridges. Water is the con-

templative element in Chinese gardens, but there is

no grass. A Chinese gentleman viewing the great

park of an English country estate was asked what he

thought of the garden.
‘

‘More,” he said, “if I were

a cow.

The plants in a Chinese garden are not there for

horticultural diversity, but for literary and symbolic

purpose. In northern China, junipers and crab ap-

ples symbolize age and dignity. Persimmons and

peaches represent fertility. Southern Chinese gar-

dens may contain loquats, kumquats, and flowering

cherries. Some of their selections are for scent, such

as wisteria, lilacs, and frangipanis. As you can see,

butterflies have a much easier time in the gardens of

the South (iOxford Companion 1986, p. 116).

In Chinese gardens, there are also chrysanthe-

mums to symbolize autumn; lotus, the rising soul;

bamboo, flexibility; the orchid, a true gentleman;

the peach, fecundity and immortality; and the

peony, wealth and elegance.

Chinese gardens reflect the Confucian concern

with man’s relationship to man, and Taoism’s focus

on man’s relationship to the cosmos. They demon-

strate both Confucian encouragement of self cul-

tivation and a Taoist love of nature. Chinese

gardens typically contain both buildings ifangzi),

which are based on formality, order and symmetry;

and garden {yuan), based on spontaneity, imagina-

tion, and delight. The buildings symbolize the

desire to regulate human relationships. The garden,

with winding waterways and lakes, and rocky hills

and pavilions tucked into trees, mirrors the Taoist

worship of a harmonious nature (Oxford Compa-

nion 1986, p. 111).

You have seen exquisitely serene Japanese gar-

dens, like the one in the Washington Park Arbor-

etum. Chinese gardens are sometimes like that, too,

but more often they are people places. They are

more lush in the South than in the North because

of the differences in the climate, but in most

Chinese parks there are throngs of people. In a

country of one billion people, with near universal

shortages of housing, almost the only place to be

alone is in a crowd. Even on blustery winter days in

bitterly cold Beijing, there are people about in the

Temple of Heaven Park.
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The grandest kind of Chinese gardens were the

great imperial parks, which were considered micro-

cosms of the empire. This view of parks merely

reflected the pivotal military position held by the

capital or metropolitan region. They began in an-

cient times when local princes set aside vast tracts of

land for hunting and military exercises. Legend sug-

gests that these lands were later embellished with

artificial lakes and terraces. By the fourth century

B.C., during the Warring States Era, a royal garden

described in a collection of southern poems had

scarlet balconies, latticed pavilions, winding water-

ways, and views of distant mountains. The First

Emperor, Chin Shih Huang Ti, constructed his

grand Shanglin Park beyond his capital at Changan

(near modern Xian), and gathered there rare ani-

mals and vegetation as tribute from all corners of

the conquered regions (Oxford Companion 1986,

p. 112).

Not only was the capital and its great imperial

parks and palaces a symbol for the power and wealth

of the dynasty, but its gardens came to symbolize

the ancient search for immortality as well. The

legendary eight Chinese Immortals were thought to

live partly in the Western Mountains, and partly on

movable islands in the eastern sea. They were

thought to dissolve into mist as human travelers ap-

proached. Chin Shih Huang Ti, the First Emperor,

sent unsuccessful expeditions to seek their where-

abouts. Instead of dispatching search parties for the

Immortals, Han Wu-ti, founder of the Han Dynas-

ty, built replicas of their magical islands in the great

lake of his park. He thought this would encourage

them, as they flew by on the backs of storks, to des-

cend and reveal to him their secrets.

The extravagance of the imperial parks reached

toward inconceivable embellishment. In the great

park of Sui Yangti, the emperor ordered that the

bare winter trees be decked out with silk flowers,

and in summer the numbers of its real lotus flowers

were augmented by artificial flowers “constantly

renewed.

In the middle Tang dynasty, Tang Xuanzhong

(712-755) built many gardens for his mistress, the

concubine Yang Kui-fei. One of them had a pavilion

ingeniously contrived so that water rose up inside

its four corner pillars and fell as cooling screens in

place of the walls (Oxford Companion 1986, p. 112).

After such extravagances, it is refreshing to con-

template another typical kind of urban garden in

China, the Temple Garden. Consider such a garden

at the Golden Mountain Temple, in the city of

Zhenchiang. This garden dates from the Sung

Dynasty in the eleventh century.

Here we see not only the landscape embellished,

and the search for immortality symbolized, but also

the landscape of repose associated with the retreat of

gentry and scholars alike. These learned people fled

not only from the extravagances and indulgences of

the imperial court, but also from the society around

them in pursuit of metaphysics and nature (China

Guidebook 1982, p. 483).

This was the great age of landscape painting, the

Shan-shui (Mountain-Water) pictures which repre-

sented the zenith of Sung landscape painting. They

typically depict very tiny people and very small

houses, contrasted with great mountains and ma-

jestic rivers or serene lakes. Wang Wei, a poet, was a

devout Buddhist who constructed a famous garden

called the Wang Chuan Villa (Oxford Companion

1986, p. 482). Through scroll paintings and poems

it became one of the best known of all Chinese

gardens. Liu Changching wrote a poem about such

a garden entitled, “In Autumn Days General Wu
Mounts to the Top of the Temple Tower for a Dis-

tant Gaze”:

A newgarden in

Chongqing, made with

contemporary materials in the

style ofancientgardens.
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As the seasons have dealt with this ancient

terrace, so autumn breaks my homesick

heart. . .

During Tang and Sung times, the growth of

Chiangnan, the region south of the Yangtze River,

made it the granary of the empire; it became the

source region from which most of the tribute grain

was carried to sustain the armies on the northern

frontier and to feed the faraway northern capital

(Chi I960, p. 12 1). Chiangnan became famous for

its commercial sophistication, tea houses, poetry,

Mountain-Water paintings, and private gardens.

One such place was the Garden of the Master of the

Fishing Nets near Suzhou. The garden still exists

and is one of many hundreds of gardens in the

Yangtze Delta (Zhao Xilin 1985, p.37).

Such gardens developed from the sixth to the

twelfth century throughout the South. The most

famous of such gardens are in the Yangtze Delta,

near the modern cities of Suzhou and Yangzhou.

The fantastic landscapes of these regions were given

definition by these gardens and the fantastic land-

scape around them, in the Huang Shan (Yellow

Mountains) or the Chinling Mountains to the

northwest. The most famous of all was in the

scenery of the Nanling Mountains, particularly in

the vicinity of the Li River near modern-day Kuilin.

One of the most famous gardens in all of China is

the famous “Thatched Hut Garden of Du Fu”

near Chengdu in Sichuan. This garden was immor-

talized in numerous Mountain-Water paintings. It

was to such a garden that the Tang poet Meng Hao-

jan might have retreated to compose (Zhao Xilin

1985, p. 68).

During the savage Mongol conquest of twelfth

century China, as much as one-third of the popula-

tion was massacred. This event certainly motivated

people of means to retreat even further from the

world. From the thirteenth to the nineteenth cen-

tury, during the repressive rule of the Ming and the

Ching dynasties, gentlemen retreated from the dan-

gers of plots and public life into their private

gardens.

Although the most famous of the traditional

gardens were constructed by people of means, the

arts of gardening had reached down to the smallest

space. Witness the traditional Chinese art oipan-cai

(plate or tray plant) or penjing (tray landscape),

known as bonsai in Japan (Chen and Yu 1982).

Most people probably believe that bonsai

originated in Japan. More likely it was imported

from the China of the Sui, Tang, and Sung dynasties

during a time when Japan was open and receptive to

Chinese cultural influences. It was during these

centuries that Chinese characters, Confucian and

Buddhist thought, the imperial system, and many

other aspects of Chinese culture, were incorporated

into Japanese experience (Reischauer and Fairbank

1960, pp. 450-518).

Like Chuang Zi, we have dreamed. We have

dreamed of imperial parks of Beijing like the Sum-

mer Palace. As if dreaming, we saw the temple

gardens and private gardens of the Yangtze Delta.

And there also was China, with its metropolitan

region and the peripheral regions, bounded by the

eastern and southern seas, and flanked by the great

western highlands. China was a garden, too: a

garden guarded in the north by a Great Wall to

mark the frontier between garden land and pasture

land. Thus, like Chuang Zi who dreamed he was a

butterfly, we have seen a garden and veritably did

not know if the garden was China or China was the

garden.
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A Horticulturist in

China
by H.B. Tukey, Jr.

The director ofthe University of Washington’s

Arboretum gives his impressions ofthe

Chinese society and horticulture

he experienced in fall 1 988 .

he idea for my trip to China started in Califor-

nia during a casual conversation with an

elderly Chinese professor of horticulture. After-

wards, I hoped I’d encouraged him to develop an in-

ternational symposium to signal that China was

ready to play a role in international horticulture.

Several months later came an official invitation

from the Chinese Society for Horticultural Science

and the Chinese Academy of Agriculture. They

asked my wife, Tish, and me to be their honored

guests in September 1988.

Courtesy of many “frequent flier” miles, we
were off to Beijing. A month later, to the day, we

came out tired and overcome by our total immer-

sion in China. The impressions were overwhelm-

ing—a continuing recitation of things, sights, peo-

ple, and gardens like none we had ever visited.

China is a country of contrasts and paradoxes in

everyday life, horticulture, and scenery. There are

people everywhere. It is not the sheer numbers

—

after all, New York City at rush hour is pretty in-

timidating—but it is the continuing movement, on

and on, at a slow, methodical pace. All of life is lived

right on the street, not behind high walls or in great

estates. The continuous movement of people and

their lives is right in front of you: shops, food,

repairs, recreation, students studying, couples

courting. As Tish put it, “A still camera is great for

Europe with its cathedrals and monuments, but the

video camera is necessary for China.
’

’ In that street

movement is a paradox: the very modern and the

very primitive, side by side.

A Country of Contrasts

China is the greatest planter of trees in urban

areas of any country in the world. All of the major

thoroughfares are canopied by plane trees, with

their central leaders cut out to encourage branch-

ing. The major roads are lined with trees and

shrubs, sometimes more than 100 yards thick, of

Dr. Harold B. Tukey.

juniper, cottonwoods, and plane trees; most new

city streets are planted with young, quick growing

species. A real effort is being made to improve the

environment of the urban areas with their gray

pallor of air pollution.

On the other hand, there is the new business of

selling ornamentals such as orchids and dwarfed

plants. There are nurseries of 2 to 3 acres, large by

Chinese standards, with row upon row of small pot-

ted trees with trunks about Vi inch in diameter

—

sometimes larger. The penjing come from the hills.

Yes, the same people who are concerned with plant-

ing to correct the problems of deforestation and ur-

banization are mining their hills and forests for or-

namental plants. They put them into pots and sell

them at great profit via Hong Kong to Japan and

Western Europe as part of the bonsai and new-plant

craze—for a handsome profit.

With the encouragement of the national and pro-

vincial governments, industrious Chinese entre-

preneurs are making local fortunes with annual

salaries 50 times or more those earned by doctors,

teachers, and other intellectuals. The largest and

oldest of the dwarfed trees mined from the moun-

tains, sometimes hundreds of years old, will bring as

much as $15,000, and a single collected orchid
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costs $10,000—enormous sums when the head of

a university department earns $30 per month.

A paradox: the rebuilding of the environment on

one hand, and the destruction of forests on the

other—both in the same country, encouraged by

the same government. No wonder this country is

interested in hosting an international symposium

on the preservation of native germplasm; business

has gotten ahead of policy.

The Paradox of the Society

Utilization of people and skills presents another

paradox, which we saw during our visits to botani-

cal gardens. Everywhere we met young people,

finished with college and assigned to work in

research stations and botanical gardens. The system

finds a job for everyone, regardless, often in regions

far removed from home and training. They are

working in almost feudal organizations in which

young men find it hard to advance, and young

women are discriminated against. The New Society

is here, yet these young, devoted, trained people

find little benefit. They approach us with smiles and

almost desperate pleas for a fellowship in graduate

school. Of course, there are exceptions, as in the

modern and well-led botanical gardens in Beijing,

Nanjing, and Guangzhou.

Yet this is the same country that almost miracu-

lously has advanced its people from abject poverty

to freedom from hunger and disease, constructing a

wonder-of-the-world dike along the Yangtze to con-

trol flooding; it is four-days-long by boat, built since

1950 and rivaling the Great Wall in scope and

importance. Here is a society struggling to ad-

vance into the modern world. Modern oppor-

tunities exist beside almost feudal dependence

upon the land, calling for educated decisions and

educated leadership at every level. The paradox is

that there is continuing discrimination against the

educated, who have the knowledge and the desire

to bring this country forward.

I had a revealing conversation with an acquain-

tance, a man of more than 70 years who has seen a

world war, the Great Leap Forward, the Cultural

Revolution (in which he was exiled to die), and at

least three rehabilitations. In a moment of intro-

spection he says in a low voice:

I despair for the future of China, for the future

of the young people. There is no place for

them. They all want to leave, to find jobs in

business for money; many are trying des-

perately to get out. The future leadership, the

educated leadership that China needs, will not

be there.

Horticulture and Society

Botanical gardens in China have a practical mis-

sion, emphasizing plants that solve practical prob-

lems—the need for medicines, food, clothing,

shelter—rarely concentrating on the aesthetic

quality of plants, of the landscape value. Botanical

gardens are often supported through the Academy

of Sciences, the Academy of Agriculture, or by pro-

vincial authorities. Successful gardens are led by

directors who take an active role in local and na-

tional politics. They are often located apart from

other educational institutions and do not have as

many visitors as the public parks. The new eco-

nomic reforms accompanied drastic cuts in govern-

ment support. So many botanical gardens are enjoy-

ing increased freedoms, but with great concerns

about how to afford them.

Even in horticulture and botanical gardens, the

problems of China as a country and a society are evi-

dent. Within the botanical gardens, there is great

disparity in the quality and amount of support

equipment and in the ability of the staff to maintain

it. One university has the very finest of high

technology laboratory equipment, but uses it to

analyze resins for use in televisions. Two of the

most famous gardens have large investments in

display greenhouses; just 10 years after building,

however, they are rusted badly, sashes do not fit,

vents do not operate, and portions are closed to the

public. One fine botanical garden has made a huge

investment in herbarium cases, but there is no air-

conditioning, and the methods of collection and

verification are not standardized.

This description fits a society which is developing

rapidly. The centralized plan cannot begin to take

into account the small matters and variations that

must be left to a local situation. Provincial govern-

ments and local officials are taking on additional

responsibilities, thus creating tensions with Beijing.

The country is immense. It has an enormous popu-

lation concentrated in very small areas; increased

expectations of people for consumer goods like

televisions, refrigerators, and radios; and a system of

central control. Given that the society has severely

punished its elite and educated, I began to under-

stand the difficulties and complexities of trying to

bring some form of regulation and order to this

system.

Dr. Harold B. Tukey is the director of the Center for

Urban Horticulture, University of Washington, and the

Washington Park Arboretum.
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Helmnpfia japontca

On the Road

to the

Jade Dragon

Snow Mountains

Text and photos by Fred Nilsen

The arboriculturist ofPortland’s Hoyt

Arboretumgoes plant hunting in the autumn

and traces the steps of the early China explorers.

An asterisk (*) indicates plants that also can be

found in the Washington Park Arboretum.

n the early fall of 1988 I traveled in the Lichiang

Mountains in the northwest comer of Yunnan

Province, China. These limestone mountains, com-

monly called the Jade Dragon Snow Mountains
,
are

situated in the ‘hook’ of the Yangtze River as it

loops around from the north to the south on its east-

ward flow to the East China Sea. The latitude is the

same as Tampa, Florida, and the elevation ranges

from 8,000 feet at the plains level to peaks of

18,000 feet. Timberline, depending on how one

defines timber
,
is at about 11,000 feet. The winter

is cold and dry, and the summers are rainy; we were

there during a transition period of some sun and

some clouds. Most of our time was spent exploring

areas in the 9,000 to 12,000 foot range.

Traveling in the past footsteps of the likes of E.H.

Wilson, Joseph Rock, George Forrest, and Frank

KingdomWard, I was led by the romantic and excit-

ing tales of plant wonders that could be found in far-

away places. In recent years, the modern plant ex-

plorers, who include Chris Grey-

Wilson, Roy Lancaster, and Roger

Phillips, have written about the plant

treasures of the Lichiang Mountains.

My main goal was to experience as

much of the flora as possible in the

few short days we were going to be in

this area.

In autumn I expected to find an abun-

dance of fruit and seed, as well as leaves beginning to

show their fall color. However, it was also the end of

the rainy season in Yunnan so it seemed to me that

we saw many more herbaceous plants (e.g., Cyanan-

thus. Orchis
,
Codonopsis

,
Cerastiun

,
Gentian

,
Gen-

tianella
,
Campanula

,
Delphinium

,
Pedicularis

,
Leon-

topodium
,
and annual Impatiens in flower).

We were confronted with an immense variety oh

plant material growing in the usual locales, such as

low, wet areas, dry slopes, and understory. Plants

like *Stranvaesia davidiana grew creek-side in

rock. It was easily recognizable with its charac-

teristically ten-percent leafcover a brilliant red and

its fruit still green.

However, there were those plants that could be

described and photographed, but not identified until

later, using past plant lists, process of elimination,

and the expertise of friends back home. These were

the all-too-familiar looking plants about ten feet tall,

very full, and with glossy foliage. Or perhaps the

ones just turning fall color with bright, blue seeds.

Our descriptions, without actually naming the

plants, could have gone on and on, and many good

possibilities were mentioned. Eventually we used

photographs or samples of the plants to identify

most all of them. A discussion of a few of those trees

and shrubs follows.

Trees

Tsuga yunnanensis grows much like our T.

Pinus armandii
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heterophylla
,
at least it appeared to on a cloudy, misty

day. This tree, or any other, did not make up vast

forests or grow to any great size, probably due to

past and current forest practices.

*Pin us armandii is a beautiful tree, being blue-

green and looking much like P wallichiana with its

slightly pendulous branches. This tree did not ap-

pear in great numbers or size except around a for-

estry field station and a Buddhist temple. The cones

were being collected by local people for the seed,

which is eaten.

*Picea likiangensis is a spruce that grew both by

itself in open grassy areas and in a mixed coniferous

setting. It seemed to have an overall bluish-purple

cast, especially in the cones.

The true fir of this area of China is *Abies

delavayi. It also has blue-green foliage, and its large,

purplish cone is quite ornamental. This tree did

form nice thick forests, especially at higher eleva-

tions and on precipitous slopes.

The last conifer I will mention is the first I re-

member because it grew from lower elevations of

7,000 feet all the way up to 1 3,000 feet. Pinusyun-

nanensis (
=P tabuliformis var. yunnanensis) is a

three-needled pine with a growth habit much like

our lodgepole pine.

Shrubs

We saw several cotoneasters. They showed a

beautiful display with their berries ranging in color

from orange to red. They were groundcover types

usually with gray foliage and Vi inch rounded

leaves. Do we really need another Cotoneaster

?

Potentilla davurica
(
=P arbuscula

)
still had two

or three yellow flowers on it, but with its sparse,

gray foliage it looked a little dry. Euonymus likian-

gensis took my fancy as being unusual with its few

Picea likiangensis

wire-like stems crawling on the ground. The leaves

were about 1 inch long and /6 inch wide. It is very

thin, so the only thing to give it away to us as we

walked was a single, bright-orange fruit capsule on

the ends of the stems.

Another plant that I looked at for a long time was

Helwingia japonica
,
mainly because of its single,

black fruit of lA inch that sat in the middle of a sim-

ple leaf that measured about 2 inches wide and 3

inches long. This member of the dogwood family

otherwise looked like a large (10 foot to 15 foot)

Cornus alba growing next to the stream. The shrub

even had reddish-brown stems.

*Sorbus vilmorinii had already lost most of its

leaves with the few remaining being yellow to

brown. There were a few rotting fruits hanging on

probably just so I would notice the plant and be able

to name it.
*Acerforrestii also caught my eye with

its characteristically red stems contrasted by light

yellow leaves.

Some other shrubs in seed that I was able to iden-

tify, although they had no great beauty at this time

of year, were: *Philadelphus delavayi
,
Piptanthus

villosus
,
*Dipelta yunnanensis

,
*Paeonia delavayi

,

*Hydrangea heteromalla
,
and Lyonia villosa. In

contrast was * Viburnum hupehense with its large

clusters of translucent red fruit. This shrub really

stood out in the filtered shade of the woods.

I looked at the plant lists published by others who

have spent a longer time in the area, and those who

have been there during the spring. I’m sure that we

walked over a lot of plant material that seemed non-

descript at the time. Perhaps on another day or in

another season I would have noticed more individ-

ual plants. For example, Chris Grey-Wilson listed

fifteen species of Rhododendron for the area, but

without their flowers I was unable to easily distin-

guish them.

Autumn in China was beautiful. Spring in this

part of the world must be truly amazing and I hope

to return to China then. In the spring, I’d be able to

rediscover the plants I experienced in fall 1988, and

find some of the plant treasures that I missed during

my visit, and about which J have only read.

For information on spring in this part ofthe world, see

Lynn Watts ’ article in the Seattle Rhododendron Society ’s

October 1 989 newsletter, Seatde Rhododendronland

(available in the Elisabeth C. Miller Library, University of

Washington Centerfor Urban Horticulture).

Fred Nilsen is the arboriculturist for the Hoyt Ar-

boretum, Portland, Oregon.
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Trees, Shrubs, and
Vines of Chinese
Origin in the

Washington Park

Arboretum
by Brian O. Mulligan

Taiwan is included in this overview of Chinese

plants and plant collections ofthe Arboretum

he expansive collection of the Washington

Park Arboretum has 184 genera and 581

taxa (individual plants) of Chinese origin. This

emphasizes that China has been the original source of

so many of our now commonly cultivated garden trees

and shrubs. It also underscores that our arboretum

grows a fair number of them, including some that are

quite uncommon. A summary of taxa follows.

Conifers

Thirty-six taxa of conifers in 1 5 genera are repre-

sented in the Arboretum. The largest are the true

firs {Abies), junipers
(Juniperus), spruces (.Picea ),

and pines (.Pinus). The spruces, mostly raised from

seeds received from the French National Arbore-

tum at Les Barres, have been particularly success-

ful; many have produced cones. The firs are

younger and most have yet to do so.

Other genera represented include Chamaecy-

paris
,
Cunninghamia

,
Cupressus

,
Taiwania

,
Tsuga

,

and of course the dawn redwood, Metasequoia
,
ob-

tained at the time of its original introduction in

1948. These trees are now over 90 feet in height and

have borne fruits for some years. The rare Pinus

Photinia sermlata in Seattle
,
May 1957.

kwangtungensis is thriving on the rock garden;

ginkgoes and cryptomerias in the Japanese garden.

Broad-Leaved Evergreen Trees

In numbers this is a small group, with only ten

genera and 14 species growing here. But all are im-

portant, either for their landscape value or in some

cases, their rarity. Five are oaks, of which three are

to be found at the northwest corner of the Japanese

garden; one is a holly {Ilexpurpurea
,
or I. chinensis

,

as it has been previously identified and labeled);

Daphniphyllum macropodum
,
Photinia serrulata

,

and Ligustrum lucidum are fairly well known locally.

Persea yunnanensis
,
raised originally from Chinese

seeds, is not as well known, but is now being pro-

pagated and distributed.

Deciduous Trees

As might be expected, this forms a much larger

Mains torinqoides

(Arboretum

#244-47),

October 1
,
1956.
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(56 genera, 144 taxa) and more useful group here

because it includes such genera as the maples {Acer)

with 26 taxa, the birches (.Betula) with seven, the

ashes {Fraxinus) with five, magnolias with six, crab

apples and cherries with five each, and the oaks

( Quercus) and mountain ashes {Sorbus) with eight

each. Numerous others are represented by one,

two, or three species, including the hornbeams

(Carpinus), honey locusts
(
Gleditsia ), the pears

{Pyrus), and elms {Ulmus).

The maples are especially notable for their num-

ber and variety. Many of them will be found in the

Asiatic Maple section west of the magnolias, or on

the adjacent hillside to the south. A few are on the

slopes below or around Rhododendron Glen. The

Sorbus collection is on the east side of Arboretum

Drive, south of the nursery. These are most con-

spicuous when bearing their variously colored fruits

between September and November, or even into

December.

Evergreen Shrubs (including Bamboos)
Of these we have 31 genera and 190 taxa; of the

latter, 121 are rhododendrons. We have a large and

representative collection of rhododendrons dating

back to 1937-1938. The largest of the remaining

genera are Cotoneaster with ten taxa, Berberis and

Viburnum with seven each, and the hollies {Ilex)

with six. Some other plants important in local gar-

dens are to be found in Camellia
,
Daphne

,
Osman-

thus
,
Pyracantha

,
and three genera of bamboos {Phyl-

lostachys, Sinarundinaria
,
and Thamnocalamus).

The rhododendrons are being continually checked

for identification when they flower, because some

prove to be hybrids when raised from seeds obtained

from other botanical gardens or arboreta. A severe

winter, such as experienced in Feburary 1989, can

cause losses among the more tender kinds.

Deciduous Shrubs

These form a somewhat larger group than the

evergreen species in number of genera (58), though

slightly less in the total taxa (176). Among the

leaders are again the cotoneasters (16) and vibur-

nums (14), so these two genera are particularly well

represented in the Arboretum collections. Of Rosa

and Syringa there are 12 each, followed by Philadel-

phus (9), Lonicera (8), Deutzia (7), and Euonymus

and Hydrangea (six each).

Vines

Regrettably, this is the smallest group here. It

could be considerably increased by seeking out and

planting missing members of such genera as Ac-

tinidia
,
Clematis

,
and Vitis.

Vines of 14 genera are growing in the arbore-

Dipelta floribunda (Arboretum #314-52), from
western China. Flowering andfruiting branchfrom

plant on Azalea Way, south ofLoderi Valley.

turn, totaling 21 taxa. Nearly all have been planted

against native conifers, especially the western red

cedar {Thuja plicata) or Douglas-fir {Pseudotsuga

menziesii)\ they soon climb 60 or more feet up to

their tops, sometimes almost smothering their hosts

in the case of such vigorous climbers as the ac-

tinidias, Celastrus
,
and Wisteria. Nevertheless, this

is preferable to planting them against fences or walls

which they will overtop in three or four years; in

such locations they would have to be cut back an-

nually to keep them in bounds. The genus Celastrus

is dioecious, having individual plants either male or

female; unfortunately most of ours appear to be

male plants and consequently we find fruits on only

a few of them. The most conspicuous in bloom are

the several forms of Clematis montana
,
especially

those with pink flowers, and the huge old plants of

Rosa brunonii
,
the Himalayan musk rose, which

drape the conifers by the north parking lot facing

the head of Rhododendron Glen on Arboretum

Drive, in mid to late June.

For the general locations of the individual woody

plants mentioned above consult the list of Woody
Plants in the University of Washington Arboretum

,

Washington Park
,
published in 1977 [before the

name was changed to the Washington Park Arbore-

tum]. It is available for $3.50, hardcover, and $2.00,

softcover (supply limited) at the Arboretum shop.
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Plant Collectors

in China and Some of
Their Introductions

George Forrest (1873-1932)

Acer forrestii, Aster forrestii
,
Buddleia fallo-

wiana
,
Camellia reticulata

,
C. saluenensis

,
Clethra

delavayi
,

Cotoneaster lacteus
,

Cynoglossum

amabile
,
Delphinium likiangense

,
Dracocephalum

forrestii
,

D. isabellae, Gaultheria forrestii

,

G.

tetramera
,

Gentiana sino-ornata
,

Incarvillea

delavayi
,
Iris chrysographes

,

/. forrestii
,
Magnolia

delavayi
,
Nomocharis species; Paeonia delavayi

,

Pieris formosa var. forrestii
,
Primula beesiana

,
P

bulleyana
,

P. chionantha
,
P helodoxa

,
P

malacoides

,

7? nutans
,
P vialii

,
Rhododendron

arizelum, R. chaetomallum

,

7?. cyclium

,

i?.

diaprepes

,

7?. didymum

,

1?. fictolacteum

,

1?. for-

restii
,
R. fulvum, R. griersonianum

,

1?. impeditum

,

1?. lacteum

,

1?. mollicomum

,

7?. neriiflorum

,

7?.

oreotrephes
, 1?. puralbum, R. radicans

,

1?. scintil-

lans
,

1?. scyphocalyx
,

1?. sinogrande
,

valen-

tinianum
,
Roscoea cautleoides.

Robert Fortune (1812-1880)

Anemone japonica, Chamaerops fortunei
,
Cryp-

tomeria japonica
,

Cupressus funebris ,
Dicentra

spectabilis
,

Forsythia viridissima
,

Ilex cornuta
,

Mahonia bealei
,
Paeonia suffruticosa cultivars,

Platycodon grandiflorum
,
Prunus triloba

,
Rhodo-

dendron fortunei
,

1?. obtusum clones.

Frank Kingdon-Ward (1885-1958)

Berberis calliantha
,

Cornus chinensis
,

Cotaneaster conspicuus
,

C. franchetii var. j/cr-

nianus
,

Cyananthus lobatus var. insignis,

Gaultheria wardii
,
Gentiana gilvostriata, Lilium

wardii
,

Meconopsis betonicifolia
,
M violacea

,

Primula alpicola
,
P burmanica

,
P chungensis

,
P

florindae
,
Prunus cerasoides var. rubra. Rhododen-

dron aperantum, R. calostrotum, R. cam-

pylogynum var. myrtilloides
,
R. chryseum, R. for-

restii forms, 1?. imperator, R. mallotum, R.

pemakoense
,
R. tephropeplum, R. tsangpoense, R.

Venator, R. wardii, Rosa wardii.

Ernest H. Wilson (1876-1930)

Acer griseum, A. laxiflorum, A. oliverianum,

Actinidia chinensis, Astilbe davidii, Berberis sar-

gentiana, B. verruculosa, B. wilsoniae, Buddleia

davidii. Camellia cuspidata, Cercidiphyllum

japonicum var. sinense. Clematis armandii
,
C. mon-

tana var. rubens, Cornus kousa var. chinensis,

Cotoneaster dammeri, C. dielsianus, C. salicifolius

var. floccosus. Daphne retusa, D. tangutica,

Davidia involucrata, Dipeltafloribunda, Exochorda

giraldii var. wilsonii, Gaultheria cuneata, G.

hookeri. Hydrangea subspp. aspera and strigosa, H.

sargentiana, Hypericum wilsonii, Lilium davidii, L.

regale, L. willmottiae, Lonicera nitida, Malus

hupehensis, M. toringoides
,

Meconopsis in-

tegrifolia, Potentilla davurica var. veitchii. Primula

cockburniana
,

P. veitchii. Rhododendron

augustinii, R. calophytum, R. discolor, R. in-

tricatum, R. lutescens, R. orbiculare, R. oreodoxa

var. fargesii, R. sargentianum
,
R. souliei, R. wil-

liamsianum, Rosa heleniae, R. moyesii, Salix

magnifica, Sorbaria arborea. Staphylea vars.

holocarpa and /wee, Styrax wilsonii, Thalictrum

dipterocarpum
,
Viburnum davidii, V henryi.

Brian O. Mulligan is the director emeritus of the

Washington Park Arboretum.

Paeonia suffruticosa,

Rock form.

In China
,

r/;c peom can

represent wealth and elegance.
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The Great Fall

of China
by Daniel Hinkley

Take a self-guided tour of the

Washington Park Arboretum ’s Chinese

plants in fall color.

n temperate zones around the world, leaves in

autumn unleash their magnificence through the

disintegration of chlorophyll. The dominant pig-

ment in the plant kingdom no longer masks the reds

and yellows already present. The colors speak to us

of a season’s end, awakening vestigial instincts of

gathering and storing, appreciating the bounty, and

reflecting on the beauty of the moment.

Autumn color is a universal language which is

well spoken in China. In a country only slighdy

larger than the United States is found approximately

one-eighth of the world total of flowering plants. On
one mountain alone, Mt. Omei in Sichuan prov-

ince, over 3,000 different plants are found and a

great percentage of these are deciduous. Compare

this with less than 3,000 plant species found

throughout the entire climatically diverse state of

Washington. Throughout history—recorded in

poetry, paintings, and writings—the seasonal

changes of these plants have attracted the interest of

the Chinese and foreigner alike. While nearing the

summit of Mt. Omei in 1899, the famous plant ex-

plorer, E.H. Wilson, writes of “unspeakably mag-

nificent autumnal tints of every hue, from pale

yellow to the richest shades of crimson . . . indeed a

never-to-be-forgotten scene!’’

Provided you have an adequate sense of adven-

ture as well as a generous allotment of imagination,

you can experience for yourself some of the incredi-

ble sights that thrilled the plant explorers, and in-

spired the poets and artists of China. With 184

genera represented, including 380 taxa of

deciduous trees and shrubs, the Chinese com-

ponents of Washington Park Arboretum’s collec-

tion are responsible for much of its autumnal in-

terest. There you can follow the river valleys and

walk along mountainous trails containing the dis-

coveries of Joseph Rock, George Forrest, E.H.

Wilson, and many others who risked life and limb to

bring to us some of the finest of all garden plants.

The Woodland Garden

Begin your trek in the foothills of Emei Shan, the

Acer griseum (paperbark maple), 1966,

45 years old.

sacred mountain of China, one of the richest floral

regions of the world. In Washington Park Arbore-

tum, we experience this in the Woodland Garden.

As you descend from the Joseph A. Witt Winter

Garden, you will pass directly under a large

specimen of Lindera obtusiloba when nearing the

bottom of the steps. In the wilds of Mt. Omei, this

dioecious member of the Lauraceae would be found

growing 20-30 feet in height side by side with Cor-

nus chinensis (not to be confused with C. kousa var.

chinensis) and Stranvaesia davidiana. Multi-

stemmed in habit, the branches are covered in early

spring with small clusters 'of golden flowers some-

what resembling a Cornus mas from a distance. In

autumn, the bold leaves, 5 to 7 inches in length

with one or two lobes, turn a fantastic golden

yellow, contrasting nicely with shiny black fruit on

female specimens. It was introduced to the West by

Maries as early as 1880 and later by Wilson,

although unfortunately it is rarely encountered in

nurseries.
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Further east along the same bank as the Lindera

is a magnificent specimen of Cornus kousa var.

chinensis. With its tiered habit of branching,

creamy white-fading-to-pink flower bracts in June,

and breathtaking wine-purple or red autumn color,

this tree is considered by many to be one of the best

all-around garden plants in cultivation. The variety

of the species, Cornus kousa var. kousa

\

is native to

Japan, whereas C. kousa var. chinensis hails from

central China and was introduced first by Wilson in

1907. After one accounts for natural variability

within each taxon, there is no clear-cut distinction

between the two. Cornus kousa var. chinensis tends

to be somewhat more vigorous in habit and has

larger flower bracts. It also lacks the brown axillary

tufts of hair that often, but not always, are found on

the Japanese variety. Both make outstanding

choices for landscape plants and are readily available

in the trade.

Azalea Way
After crossing the bridge, continue on the trail to

Azalea Way to admire Euonymus alatus and its

brilliant red reflection in the small pond in front of

it. Common in the Beijing Hills along the Great

Wall of Ba-da-ling, the winged euonymus gets its

name from the curious corky ridges running

lengthwise on its stems. Another common name,

burning bush, is perhaps more appropriate because

its leaves are a blaze of hot red for several weeks

each autumn, though it needs a sunny location to

perform at its best. As is the case with most Euony-

mus
,
the flowers in spring are not showy, but the

pinkish-purple divided fruit and bright orange

emergent seeds are attractive. The dwarf cultivar

‘Compactus’ is most often found in nurseries.

Located just south of the eastern end of the

Woodland Garden stand several specimens of Cer-

cidiphyllum japonicum
,
commonly referred to as

the Katsura tree. The trees growing on and around

Emei Shan have been taxonomically branded as C.

japonicum var. sinense. Yet as more and more

specimens from both countries are collected and

studied, the differences between the two become

less pronounced. A dioecious species, the Katsura

grows as a rounded, crowned tree in the wild up to

125 feet in height, although the few large speci-

mens in the Seattle area are much shorter. The

autumn color can vary from red to yellow, depend-

ing on the specimen, but is always dependable and

glorious. A summer’ s end bonus is given during

coloration when the air is filled with a remarkable

fragrance of the decaying leaves which resembles a

mixture of cotton candy and cinnamon. On a

breezy, warm autumn afternoon, the sensitive nose

can detect Cereidiphyllum long before it is sighted.

The Mulligan Sorbus Collection

This is a convenient point to leave the Woodland

garden and enter the collection o{Sorbus (mountain

ash). Cross Arboretum Drive and continue south to

the sign designating a section of the Arboretum be-

ing renovated in honor of Director Emeritus Brian

Mulligan. Here you find the beautiful Sorbus

hupehensis which is common in the botanically rich

provinces of Yunnan, Sichuan, and Hubei (pro-

nounced “who pay,” and for which hupehensis is

named). It is one of several species of Sorbus with

white or pinkish white fruit. The leaves during the

summer months are steely blue which later assume

shades of red and orange as the autumn progresses.

These colors contrast with the fruit and are indeed a

wonderful sight. The fruit of this species, attached

to red stalks, can vary from pure white to entirely

pink, depending upon the site from which the

parent tree was collected in China. It will persist

well into the winter, long after the last leaves have

fallen, and from a distance resembles a cherry tree

Betula platyphylla var. szechuanica (Arboretum

#948-45), September 21, 1956.

braving the winter with newly opened flowers. In

late 1989, the Botanical Garden of the University

of British Columbia will introduce a selection they

have named ‘Pink Pagoda’, which has consistendy

outstanding autumn color and enormous crops of

large and persistent pink fruit.

The Arboretum’s Sino-Himalayan Hillside

Again crossing Arboretum Drive, and continu-

ing to the Sino-Himalayan Hillside, you will en-

counter many species of the genus Acer, the

maples. Though maples are found throughout the

temperate zones of the northern hemisphere, it is in
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China where their population is centered with near-

ly 100 species. Located on the lower end of the

Himalayan collection is Acer tegmentosum

.

Of all

the maples I have encountered, this is surely the

most beautiful. The large leaves emerge from

glaucous twigs with a papery texture and a shade of

green that shouts with spring. The autumn brings a

lovely yellow color which softens many of the

brighter colors of the season. The bare trunk and

branches—finely dissected stripes of green and

white—create a striking effect among the deep

greens and dull browns of quiet winter. Acer teg-

mentosum is found in the northerly latitudes of

China and Korea growing in conjunction with,

among other garden treasures, Actinidia kolomikta
,

Betula platyphylla ( =B . mandshurica ), Acer gin-

nala (another great selection for fall color), and

several species of fir and spruce.

Further up the hillside, slightly to the north, is

found a grouping of three sizeable Acer griseum
,

commonly known as the paperbark maple. This

species was discovered by Wilson in 1907 in

western Hubei province. At that time, he reported

it as being a common tree with many large speci-

mens, but now A. griseum is reported to be en-

dangered in its native haunts. It remains a small tree

in cultivation and holds interest throughout the

year. The trifoliate leaves turn brilliant shades of red

and orange in autumn, but the cinnamon-brown

peeling bark makes it worth viewing any time. As

propagation techniques have become more sophisti-

cated, this tree (until recently quite rare) has

become widely available in commerce. I was de-

lighted during a recent trip to Juneau, Alaska, to

find this species as the focal planting under the local

“Golden Arches,” a sure indicator that a plant’s

time has come.

Following the upper trail at the intersection

above the Himalayan Hillside, you eventually will

come to a specimen of Pistachia chinensis on the

east side of the trail planted above a bank of Rubus

tricolor. This was first introduced to western cul-

tivation early in the 1800s by von Bunge and again

later from Sichuan by Wilson and Pere David of

Davidia involucrata fame. This tree has been used

as a vegetable for centuries by the Chinese who eat

the new shoots when they emerge in the spring.

These new shoots, in case one is tempted to sample,

provide a great deal of the ornamental value of this

tree, having bright photinia-esque red leaves for

several weeks in the spring. The pinnately com-

pound leaves lose their color as they mature during

the summer, but the brilliance returns once again

before the leaves drop. Common to dry rocky hill-

sides, the pistachio is rarely used in the Northwest,

although it would be an ideal candidate as a

drought-tolerant tree for our landscapes.

You have been given a minute sampling, indeed,

of the thousands of plants native to China; many yet

await discovery. I have traveled China, the

“Mother of Gardens,” only vicariously through

the writings of Wilson, KingdomWard, and Lan-

caster, as well as through treks in arboreta and

botanical gardens. Some day, perhaps, I will ex-

perience firsthand the wondrous sights, and feel as

the poet, Du Fu, must have felt when he wrote the

poem, “A Visit to the Hill” during the Tang

dynasty (618-907 A.D.):

Sitting in my chariot I enjoy the maple leaves

in the late autumn
They are more beautiful than flowers in

February.

Daniel Hinkley is a full-time educator of horticulture

at Edmonds Community College north of Seattle, and a

member of the Arboretum Bulletin editorial board.

A map of the Arboretum is available at the

Graham Visitors Center.

Perennials. Annuals.

Geraniums.

Seasonal Color.

Bulbs and Vegetables.

New Varieties and Old.

And Herbs,' of Course.

9 to 5 Everyday

206-784-2222
Easy to End. Just 30 Minutes from Seattle. Take 1-90 east to Exit 22.

Go through Preston toward Fall City. 3 miles from 1-90, take "Y" left over

the green bridge. Follow signs 1/2 mile further.

The Herbfarm
NURSERY GIFT SHOP GARDENS • RESTAURANT • PHONE ORDERS

V J
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Unusual Chinese

Ornamentals in the

Pendleton Miller

Garden
by Kendall W. Gambrill

M y earliest image of China was that of a land

of fable.
‘

‘The way that dirt’s piling up, he

must be digging to China.” When I first heard the

word exotic
,

it brought to mind masses of people of

different features, broad rivers with stubby-sailed

boats, and a landscape of rocks that soared like

skyscrapers with twisted threadbare trees that

seemed as old as the rock. Then, as my pursuit of

gardening intensified, China became fantastic. The
mundane plants of the countryside and front yards

that I knew were represented in China by variations

of uninhibited imagination. Now there is pleasure

in meeting up with examples of this vegetative ex-

uberance in private gardens, like that of Mrs.

Pendleton Miller, which is perched at the edge of

Puget Sound, north of Seattle’s city limits.

Mountain ashes are familiar harvest season or-

naments. But in addition to the usual small tree,

laden with orange berries and common to lawns and

streetsides throughout the Northwest, China fur-

nishes welcome variation. Sorbus reducta^tems no

taller than knee height and produces pea-sized fruits

of light pink coloring. In the Miller garden this

moderately suckering shrub has formed miniature

groves; they provide an appropriate contrast to ferns

and broadleaved evergreens, especially in autumn

when the leaves turn bright orange-red in the com-

pany of clustered pink pearls.

Viburnums are no strangers to the Northwest

scene, either. Yet we see them mostly as ground-

hugging evergreens or white-flowered bushes.

They also may be grown for a late season display of

red fruit. Central and western China gives us

another choice in Viburnum setigerum ‘Auran-

tiacum’. This deciduous erect shrub has reached to

twice a person’s height in the Miller garden,

creating an open framework from which the

bunches of bright orange fruit shine from Septem-

ber to January.

China also is the source of choice fall foliage

plants which have reached maturity in the Miller

garden. Acer truncatum typifies the clan with leaf

Inforescence ofCladrastis sinensis in the Arboretum,

August 1, 1980. (Photo by Brian Mulligan

)

shape that could stir a Canadian’s heart, although it

is not anxious to grow taller than 20 feet. Near the

end of October and beginning of November the tree

is a glowing mass of warm yellow, unmarred by

brown and remaining pure until the leaves drop a

week or so later. Rhus trichocarpa is native to Japan

and Korea as well as central China. Compared to

the ordinary Sumac of landscapes, this is more

delicate in stem and cleaner in leaf. The moderate

15-foot stature would be appropriate in many sites,

so long as one is not especially allergic to poison ivy,

an American cousin. The vibrancy of the orange-

to-scarlet leaf coloring in early October well repays

the effort at discretion. The placement of the small

tree behind a large rock at the foot of a slope—with

evergreen oaks at its sides—prevents casual contact,

and furnishes a suitable frame for the display.

Cladrastis sinensis is the Sichuan-Yunnan repre-

sentation of a very limited genus, two other species

being Asian and one being American. The small tree

resembles a well-mannered locust with foliage com-

posed of numerous leaflets and with flowers in pani-

cles (diversely branched flower clusters). Here on the

shore of Puget Sound Cladrastis waits until late May
or June to come into leaf; its fragrant white flowers

are produced in July, and it decorates October and

early November with soft clear yellow tints as the

leaves signal the plant’s return to dormancy.

Kendall W. Gambrill owns British Gardens, a design

and consulting business. He is on the editorial board of

the Arboretum Bulletin .
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Zig-zag bridge and water pavilion, Sichuan style (by the Chongqing Garden Bureau).

A Chinese Garden
for Seatde

by Ulrike Hilbom

Jmagine a small, clear lake edged with rocks and

pines. The wind plays in the boughs. A river

flows out of the lake, passes under a wooden bridge,

and tumbles over a waterfall into a gorge strewn

with boulders. You sit in the graceful
‘

‘water listen-

ing pavilion”—quietly and contentedly watching

the endless waters falling, circling the boulders,

swirling in back eddies, lapping at the moss on the

banks, and—suddenly hemmed in and

crowded—rushing into the gorge.

You get up, follow the path, cross the river, and

again enter a pavilion to contemplate the waters,

now calmed and widening into a lake, a serene mir-

ror held up to the sky. Your soul is full of the sky

calm, so you walk on, cross the placid waters, climb
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up a covered walkway of ever-so-many stairs, and

come to the cloud pagoda which is so tall you can

see from lake to lake. Then you follow the course of

the river from one to the other, trace your own
steps, and in the distance see—the fantastic hills of

Sichuan? Well, not exacdy, but on a clear day you

will see Mount Rainier, the Cascades, the Olym-

pics, and the urban haze enveloping downtown

Seattle from Harbor Island to the Space Needle.

The magical Chinese garden you just walked

through may not have been built yet, but it is very

real in the minds of a garden design team in Chong-

qing, Seattle’s sister city in Sichuan. And there we

find the tale of determined people who have gone

out to make a vision come true.

About six years ago, when the Seatde-Chongqing

sister city relationship began, it was suggested that a

classical Chinese garden, designed by the Chinese,

be built in Seattle, making it the first public and

large-scale garden of its type in the United States.

By 1986, a feasibility study was under way and a

citizen’s advisory committee, appointed by the

mayor, began to look at possible sites. Of forty sites

proposed by the Seattle Parks Department, the

committee chose two: Magnuson Park and portions

of the Kubota Gardens. The Chinese were asked for

concept plans to give an idea of size and scale to help

the site selection. The plans arrived early in 1988.

Just then, the South Seattle Community College

raised its voice asking to be considered as a site.

There is a beginning arboretum there, lots of bare

land, and a strong and active horticultural program.

A public hearing at the college confirmed the com-

munity’s enthusiasm for the site. The Seattle City

Council approved a feasibility study and went ahead

with securing a long-term lease.

In May 1989, the Chongqing design team,

which had been in Seattle in 1987, came back to

look at the site and for a week’s intensive discus-

sions. Another visit, with final plans, was arranged

for September. But then the visit itself was cancelled

due to the uncertainty of events surrounding

Tienanmen Square activities. The Seattle Chinese

Garden Society is waiting for the final plans to ar-

rive, albeit without the design team, later in the fall.

I met the Chinese Garden Society in the embodi-

ment of enthusiastic Jim Dawson, architect and

partner of Dawson, Hoshide, and Williams.

Dawson became hooked on Chinese gardens during

a family visit to China back in 1985. He had been

particularly captivated by the gardens of Suzhou.

On his return, he discovered that a landscape ar-

chitect from Beijing was about to give a class at the

University of Washington. Fellow students, who

were employees of the Seattle Parks Department,

told him about the plans for a Chinese garden.

Dawson then participated in a trade mission to

Chongqing in 1986, learned more about the

gardens^ and was promptly appointed to the

citizens’ advisory committee.

So far, so simple. But whenever dreams are

translated into stone, water, trees, and buildings,

money is required. Once the final plans arrive, the

Society will begin a membership and fund-raising

drive and unveil the plans formally in January 1990.

For more information about the Seattle

Chinese Garden Society, call Jim Dawson at

(
206

)
325-6441 .

Ulrike Hilborn is a writer and volunteer at the Wash-

ington Park Arboretum. She comes to Seattle from

Austria, via Vancouver, British Columbia.
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The west elevation ofthe planned Seattle Chinesegarden

(by the Chongqing Garden Bureau).
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The Consummate
Plantsman

:

Brian O. Mulligan

by Roy L. Taylor

Theformer director of the Botanical Garden
,

University ofBritish Columbia
,
talks about

Brian O. Mulligan from the perspective ofa

colleague. This is part three ofa four-part series

on the director emeritus.

fc

Brian Mulligan, June 1972.

A rboreta are special places for people to learn

JflL about and enjoy the many woody living

organisms that make up such an important part of

our natural heritage. The development of an ar-

boretum is not an instant process; it takes a long

time to realize one’s dreams because many woody

plants take a long time to grow and mature. Such

diversity at the Washington Park Arboretum did

not just happen. People who dream and plan played

an integral role in designing and establishing the

plant collection. Much of the credit for the richness

of the Arboretum is due to the dedication of one

person: Brian Mulligan.

I first became acquainted with Brian during my
tenure as director of a sister institution to the north,

the Botanical Garden of the University of British

Columbia, Vancouver, Canada. I had the oppor-

tunity to work with him on many occasions during

my 17 years in Vancouver.

Brian and I spent many happy hours together in

our two institutions. He is a consummate plants-

man who was always willing to share. Numerous

times when we visited, he invariably provided new

seeds, cuttings, or plants for propagation. Nearly

always I would receive some new special plant in the

mail after his visit. His wide contacts with arboricul-

turists from around the world provided the oppor-

tunity for collection of unusual tree and shrub

species. On a number of occasions he would send

Sorbus
,
including unusual Chinese varieties. This

sharing is characteristic of Brian.

In addition to his concern for plants, Brian has

served to foster the development of arboreta and

botanical gardens through his activity with the

American Association of Botanical Gardens and

Arboreta (AABGA), serving as president in 1952

and 1953. He was honored by our association in

1973 with the Award of Excellence. He continues

to serve as a vice president of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, maintaining his roots with English

gardening and horticulture. It is fitting that the

1990 annual meeting of the AABGA will be held

at the University of Washington so that new and old

members of the Association will have an oppor-

tunity to see the fruits of his labors at the Washing-

ton Park Arboretum.

The development of public horticulture collec-

tions provides great satisfaction to not only the

developer, but also the many visitors. We are

privileged to labor in a wonderful field of endeavor.

Good plants are enjoyed by many, and many lives

have been made richer because of plantsmen like

Brian who have dedicated their lives to the concern

for increasing our palette of plants.

Roy L. Taylor, Ph.D., is president of the Chicago Hor-

ticultural Society, P.O. Box 400, Glencoe, IL 60022.

MICHEAL MOSHIER LANDSCAPING

DESIGN AND
INSTALLATION OF
NEW GARDENS

RENOVATION OF
EXISTING GARDENS

3902 EAST McGILVRA
SEATTLE, WA 98112

.v'-
v

322-1318

STATE CONT. REG. NO. MICHELML159PB
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In the Arboretum by Christina Pfeiffer

enovation of the Brian O. Mulligan Sorbus

Collection is proceeding full swing this fall

season. The collection area covers nearly 3 acres on

the east side of Arboretum Drive, just north of the

Legume area. The new design includes opening up

the central area to improve the display of the collec-

tion plants, installing a raised grass path, and group-

ing plantings into beds.

The existing plants in the area were evaluated for

their condition and significance to the collection.

Many that were in poor shape are being re-

propagated. Others have been removed, and some
will be transplanted to other Arboretum locations.

A selection of new Sorbus and complementary

species will then be planted.

Several large native trees were removed to reduce

the competition and improve the light available to

the existing and future Sorbus planting. Work on

the area will continue through the winter as

weather permits.

Work on the Arboretum mapping project,

funded by an Institute of Museum Services grant,

continued during the summer of 1989. In 1988, the

grounds were surveyed and grid markers were in-

stalled on 100-foot centers. This year, a dedicated

group of “mappers” has been locating the plants

and some of the landscape features within each grid.

Eventually, these maps will be entered on a com-

puter system, making retrieval of specific grids and

changes to the maps more efficient. This mapping

system will greatly assist and simplify our efforts in

locating specific plants on the grounds, as well as in

plant inventory, recording new plantings, grounds

maintenance, and plant care planning and records.

For the public, it will make locating specific plants

much easier than it is now.

Christina Pfeiffer has been the horticulturist for the

Washington Park Arboretum since September 1987.

The Extraordinary Beauty of Peonies
• The Northwest’s Premier Peony Collection

• Over 100 Varieties Of Hosta • Fragrant Daylilies • Clematis • And More

Order Peonies Now For Fall Planting

Peony and Perennial Nursery

6808 180th SE Snohomish (Clearview), WA 98290 (206) 668-9690 From Seattle 485-2487

October 6 - November 30, 1989

Japanese
Botanical Prints

by

Ikeda Zuigetsu

price list available

Carolyn Staley * Fine Prints

313 First Avenue S. Seattle, Wa 98104 (206)621-1888
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The Outgoing
President’s Report:

The Arboretum
Foundation, 1988-89

hroughout its 5 5 -year history, The Arbore-

tum Foundation has never lacked dedicated

and talented volunteers willing to help with the pro-

motion and support of the Washington Park Arbore-

turn. That help continues in several new directions.

A new location for the new 1989 Spring Plant Sale

was the result of the Arboretum’s urgent need to

accommodate more shoppers, cars, and plant de-

partments. The sale was held on the huge parking

lot north of the University of Washington’s Husky

Stadium.

A committee was formed in response to the Seat-

tle Engineering Department’s proposed bike trail

link within the Arboretum. The committee cooper-

ated with other concerned organizations to study

the proposal and other unaddressed impacts on the

Arboretum and its visitors. Our alternatives are

now included in the draft Environmental Impact

Statement studies.

The dedication of the beautiful Joseph A. Witt

Winter Garden has allowed us all to enjoy the tang-

ible results of some of our donations, and is a fitting

memorial to a missed friend.

The exciting Northwest Flower and Garden

Show, developed by Duane Kelly (an Arboretum

Foundation director), became a new vehicle to pro-

mote and raise funds for the Arboretum. We spon-

sored a successful preview party, an information/

membership booth, and a busy gift shop. The

award-winning Arboretum Foundation/Center for

Urban Horticulture display garden presented the

new Joseph A. Witt Winter Garden to the public.

The Arboretum benefited from the party proceeds,

the vital help of our many volunteers, and donations

from members. Major sponsorship came from

Thomas Berger and Associates, designer of the

garden, and U.S. Bank of Washington.

As new needs and programs proliferated, a Long

Range Planning Committee was formed for future

guidance of The Foundation and Arboretum. This

thoughtful group has interviewed key experts and

formed a mission statement for the Foundation. A
final report will be made at the next annual meeting.

The Arboretum Bulletin editorial board welcomed

some new members, using updated procedures for

their appointment and tenure. The efforts of the

members and new editor have resulted in some dif-

ferent sources and features for the Bulletin
,
with in-

formation for both the backyard gardener and the

horticultural expert.

A new Archives Committee was formed to urge

us to help sort our past accumulation, and to record

and save what will become Arboretum history.

Our Arboretum support missions have born out-

standing fruit this past year. I am grateful for the

privilege of being affiliated with all that our dedi-

cated members and staff have accomplished. My
thanks to each of you.

yIte&es

Elizabeth Ayrault Moses

Elizabeth Ayrault Moses is the immediate past presi-

dent of The Arboretum Foundation. She now enjoys

more time with her family and her garden.

A more detailed report is on file at the Arboretum

Foundation office in the Graham Visitors Center.

HERRON
GARDENS

/y CUSTOM DESIGN
AND INSTALLATION

tin
ANN HERRON
P.O. BOX 69

MEDINA WA 98039
454-1216

HERROG # 137LQ

MADISON PARK

HARDWARE

1837 42nd E. 322-5331
GARDEN SUPPLIES • PAINTS • TOYS • GIFTS
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Northwest Garden
Explorer:

The Pacific Rim
Bonsai Collection

by Scot Medbury

orthwest horticulture welcomed an outstand-

ing new enterprise with the October opening

of the Pacific Rim Bonsai Collection in Federal Way,

Washington. All gardeners will want to experience

this distinctive garden, for few horticultural institu-

tions have been launched with such impressive

resources. Everything at Pacific Rim is first-rate,

from the exhibition pavilions to the splendid new

bonsai collection itself.

The Weyerhaeuser Company has created the gar-

den on the grounds of its Federal Way headquarters

to commemorate the Washington State Centennial

and to celebrate the company’s profitable relation-

ship with its Pacific Rim trade partners. The Bonsai

Collection is managed for Weyerhaeuser by the

non-profit Rhododendron Species Foundation

(RSF), whose 24-acre garden lies adjacent to Pacific

Rim. RSF employee David De Groot has been ap-

pointed as curator of the Pacific Rim collection,

coming to the job from New Orleans, Louisiana,

with seventeen years of experience growing bonsai.

Pacific Rim opens its gates this fall with an extraor-

dinary group of fifty Asian and American bonsai, the

largest bonsai collection on permanent display in the

western U.S. The collection represents the work of

several prominent bonsai artists and includes

specimens in each of the six major bonsai styles.

“Many of these trees have won awards at inter-

national bonsai shows,’ ’ says De Groot, pointing to

a venerable Chinese juniper as an example. Of

special interest are the examples of penjing, the an-

cient Chinese art form from which Japanese bonsai

evolved. A few of the collection’s trees are ex-

tremely old; one grafted juniper has a wild-collected

base estimated to be over eight hundred years old!

The range of different species in the collection is

astonishing. The cork oak {Quercus suber), a

medium-sized tree found in the Washington Park

Arboretum’s Mediterranean garden, is exhibited as

a formal upright bonsai less than two feet tall. The

specimen of the canyon live oak (Quercus chry-

solepis
) is equally curious. Other interesting species

include a pomegranate and a tangerine, both of

which are exhibited in the small conservatory.

The woodsy Pacific Rim display garden was de-

signed by local landscape architect Tom Berger,

whose design allocates individual courtyards to

many of the most striking bonsai. The visitor en-

counters the collection through a series of these out-

door courtyards, eventually beholding the collec-

tion’s focal point—two bonsai displayed on a special

pedestal that eventually will double as a fountain.

From there the path brings the visitor back to the

entrance.

Admission to the bonsai collection is always free.

At present, Pacific Rim keeps the same hours as the

Rhododendron Species Foundation: Sunday

through Wednesday, 1 1 :00 a.m. to 4 p.m. Call RSF

at (206) 838-4646 for up-to-date information.

Pacific Rim is well worth a return visit, as most

bonsai change with the seasons. Bonsai, unlike

other art forms, are never truly finished, nor is

Pacific Rim’s collection complete. It will be exciting

to watch this world-class collection develop.

Scot Medbury is a graduate student at the Center for

Urban Horticulture and a member of the editorial board

of the Washington Park Arboretum Bulletin.

Juniperus occidental^ 32 inches tall, approximately

309 years, from Hiroshi Suzuki. Permanently on

display at the Pacific Rim Bonsai Collection.
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Chinese Tree is Model of
Success in Urban Soils

he tree-of-heaven, Ailan-

thus altissima, frequently

is condemned as a noxious weed

because it reseeds prolifically

and grows rapidly. Although

native to northern China, the

tree-of-heaven has established

itself in much of the United

States. Naturalized trees are a

common sight in California’s

old gold rush towns and the in-

ner cities of the East. Ailanthus

also has shown ability to grow

on difficult sites in Northwest

cities. The trees thrive when

placed in predominantly con-

crete settings, such as the park-

ing lot of the University of

Washington’s Padelford park-

ing garage.

The traits that give this tree

its weedy reputation also make

it one of the most successful

trees in harsh urban environ-

ments. Tree-of-heaven tolerates

heat, drought, air pollution, and

terrible soil. As a result, urban

horticulturists at Cornell

University have studied this

species to determine why it

flourishes where others fail.

An adaptable root system

may be a major factor. Under

experimental conditions, tree-

of-heaven demonstrated a re-

markable ability to adapt to dif-

ferent soil conditions. A thick

tap root and two or three large

lateral roots were formed in

porous soils. But in compacted

soils, the tap root was greatly

reduced and masses of highly

branched lateral roots were

formed in the upper layers of the

soil.

In addition to being adapt-

able, the roots of Ailanthus are

also vigorous. A field study per-

formed in New York City found

that the roots of two-year-old

Northwest
Hort
Review

by Van M. Bobbitt

Norway maple {Acer plata-

noides) and sweet gum (Li-

quidambar styraciflua) did not

grow beyond the walls of the

planting hole. The roots of

Ailanthus
,
though, had extend-

ed well beyond the planting

hole.

In their search for successful

urban trees, urban horticul-

turists might select other trees

with vigorous and adaptable

root systems similar to those of

the tree-of-heaven.

Reference

Pan, Elizabeth, and Nina

Bassuk. 1985. “Effects of Soil

Type and Compaction on the

Growth of Ailanthus altissima

Seedlings.” Journal ofEnviron-

mental Horticulture 3(4):

158-162.

Asian Spruces Resistant to

Spruce Aphid

In western Washington, the

spruce aphid {Elatobium

abietinum) is a major pest of

spruce trees; it causes needles to

turn yellow and eventually

drop. Spruce trees that have

been infested for several years

may have needles only at the

ends of the branches. Unfor-

tunately, by the time the

Spruce aphid damage

damage is noticed, it is usually

too late for effective treatment.

Though this pest is easily

controlled by certain insec-

ticides, many people find the

spraying of insecticides to be en-

vironmentally objectionable.

Selecting species that are resis-

tant to spruce aphid could

reduce the need for sprays on

future plantings of spruce.

Observations at a forestry

research station in Great Britain

indicate that Asian species of

spruce are much more resistant

than American species to

spruce aphid damage. In labor-

atory tests, the aphids exhibited

greater growth rates while

feeding on American species. In

field observations, all but one of

the American species supported

large populations of spruce

aphid. Sitka spruce {Picea sit-

chensis), in particular, was

heavily infested. The following

species were aphid-free. From

Asia: Picea brachytyla\ P
glehnii\ P koyamai\ P polita\ P
schrenkiana\ and P jezoensis.

From Eurasia: P omorika andP
orientalis. From America: P
rubens.

Get more information on

spruce aphid and its control

from Washington State Univer-

sity Extension Bulletin No.

1053, “Spruce Aphid.” It is

available for 25 cents from

WSU county extension offices.

Reference

Nichols, J.F.A. 1987.

“Damage and Performance of

the Green Aphid, Elatobium

abietinum
,
on Twenty Spruce

Species.” Entomol. Exp. Appl.

45:211-217.

Van M. Bobbitt is the Master

Gardener/Urban Horticulture

Coordinator, Washington State

University, Puyallup, and is a

member of the Bulletin editorial

board.
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Book Reviews

Attracting Backyard Wildlife. Bill Merilees.

Voyageur Press, Stillwater, Minnesota: 1989.

154 pages. S 10.95, paperback.

Gardeners and other Pacific Northwest residents

who cultivate plants around their homes are, wit-

tingly or unwittingly, affecting a rich assemblage of

animals that live side-by-side with people in residen-

tial areas. These animals offer a delightful dimen-

sion to the outdoor experiences of those who take

the time to look and listen. Bill Merilees has been

doing this for years, and his new book, Attracting

Backyard Wildlife
,
offers insights and suggestions

to help others do the same.

Merilees lives in British Columbia and his book

was written specifically for the region west of the

Cascades. The plants and animals that he discusses

are adapted to live in many backyards of the Pacific

Northwest. Most books about backyard wildlife

focus on birds, due to their many varieties, bright

colors, and daylight activity. Merilees devotes con-

siderable space to attracting them throughout the

year, but he introduces us to other equally fascinat-

ing backyard creatures, as well, including: bugs and

butterflies, chipmunks and other small mammals,

tree frogs and other amphibians, and reptiles. One

reason this book will be valuable to both the novice

and the advanced naturalist is that it is written

largely from the author’s personal experiences.

Armchair suggestions are no substitute for tried

and tested field techniques.

But these personal experiences also can present a

problem in trying to answer all of the questions

about backyard wildlife. Experienced naturalists,

especially those like Merilees who live in relatively

rural areas, may not provide all of the information

needed to satisfy an urban home owner just getting

started in backyard wildlife. This is inevitable in a

book covering so many kinds of animals. But that

should not deter any readers, because one of the

greatest pleasures in backyard wildlife is finding out

what works and what doesn’t by experimenting.

Merilees provides a good starting point and offers

many useful ideas for us to expand our knowledge

and appreciation of those creatures that share our

living spaces.—Reviewed by Stephen Penland.

Stephen Penland is an urban biologist with the

Washington State Department of Wildlife in Mill Creek,

Washington.

Ornamental Grasses, fall 1988 edition of the

“Plants and Gardens” series. Brooklyn Botanic

Garden Record: New York. $5.95, paperback.

This compilation of articles and essays does not

pretend to be a comprehensive textbook on orna-

mental grasses. It does offer an impressive amount

of information as it presents articles and essays by

nearly 20 authors in its modest hundred pages.

The topics range freely, including good grasses

for rock gardens, a plan for a perennial grass garden,

a concise primer on bamboo culture, and even an

intriguing antique recipe for a grass garden in a pine

cone. Although this collection is mostly non-tech-

nical in tone, proper botanical nomenclature is used

throughout, and useful details of propagation and

culture are often given when describing the habits

of well over one-hundred grasses. Illustrations in-

clude several informative line drawings of inflores-

cences; a short, but effective, four-page section of

color photographs; and a sad handful of black-and-

white photos that do no justice to the plants, though

they do serve to illustrate their forms.

Many of the writers will be familiar to the biblio-

phile gardener; other writers will be new, bringing

information from unfamiliar specialties. Wolfgang

Oehme and James van Sweden, pioneers in the use

of ornamental grasses in large-scale landscape

design, declare that it’s time to “reclaim the public

landscape for the people” as they outline their ap-

proach to the design of urban public gardens.
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English garden writer Pamela Harper accuses the

yellow nut-sedge Cyperus esculentus of being a

“pestiferous weed,” but is generally more com-

plimentary as she describes several dozen useful

grasses for the perennial garden and gives valuable

tips for their selection, placement, and culture. For

the propagator, one-time Seattle nurseryperson Ma-

jella Larochelle provides useful and hard-to-find ger-

mination particulars for nearly 200 grasses. Alone

worth the price of the book, they are accompanied

by charts of the height, form, hardiness, uses, and

sources of a hundred others.

In one memorable article, Hermine Stover, from

Endangered Species Nursery, remarks that a lawn

of variegated Saint Augustine grass (Stenotaphrum

secondatum ‘Variegatum’), is a “plaid blazer,

striped shirt, and paisley necktie, all worn simul-

taneously.
’

’ Somehow that remark suits this motley

little book, but I am most grateful to have

it.—Reviewed by Eric Nelson.

Eric Nelson characterizes the current phase of his

horticultural avocation as his “Plant-Zoo period.” He
tends a collection of 50 bamboo species, along with

several hundred interesting plants, in his Fremont

garden.

Spores, from Mosses, Lichens, and Ferns.

Mosses, Lichens, and Ferns of Northwest

North America. Dale H. Vitt, Janet E. Marsh,

and Robin B. Bovey. Lone Pine Publishing: Edmon-

ton, Alberta, Canada, and University of Washing-

ton Press: Seattle, Washington: 1988. 296 pages.

$17.50, paperback.

This book fills a great void in any library of field

guides for our area. Other previously published

guides to mosses, liverworts, and/or lichens of the

Pacific Northwest have long been out of print.

Ferns are covered by a number of other in-print

publications; their inclusion in this book is a con-

venience, rather than a necessity.

The book contains excellent introductory mate-

rial: a brief history of botanizing in the Northwest

and a discussion of vegetative zones in the North-

west, followed by notes on collecting, photography,

microscopic techniques, and lichen chemical tests.

For each plant group, there is a brief, but detailed

discussion of structure and biology. This introduc-

tory discussion calls for very careful reading since

those few pages are literally crammed with informa-

tion. The species descriptions are on the whole very

clear and indicate outstanding characteristics.

The keys are generally easy to follow; the glos-

sary near the end of the book is very helpful while

working through them, if one is not totally familiar

with the terminology. As a field guide, the book is

not entirely successful, as there are too many micro-

scopic characteristics in the mosses key for suc-

cessful use in the field. The keys for liverworts,

lichens, and ferns do not have this same problem,

although the one for lichens does necessitate the use

of chemical tests, as any good lichen key would.

There are some weak or confusing steps in the keys,

but then I’m sure we all await the day when the

“perfect” one is published.

The color photographs are on the whole very

well done, especially those of the lichens. The moss

and liverwort photographs vary in quality, largely

due to the difficulty of photographing minute plants

that occur in very shady, often moist, environ-

ments. A few of the photographs just do not show

enough detail to distinguish between the species.

Basically, the field guide does have a few weak

spots, but it is an essential addition to the library of

anyone interested in studying those intriguing “lit-

tle” plants of both native habitats and

gardens.—Reviewed by Virginia Lee Ellis.

Virginia Lee Ellis is a zoologist by training, a moss
specialist by avocation. She is a member of The Ar-

boretum Foundation and the Washington Native Plant

Society.
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For Further

Information

7n the introduction to The Gardens of China
,

Edwin Morris says, “The garden is truly the

gateway to the whole of Chinese culture: the place

where history, philosophy, art, architecture and

horticulture meet.
’ ’

To continue with this metaphor, we Westerners

need a gateway into understanding these ancient

and unfamiliar gardens—not just aesthetically, but

also for their history and meaning.

It is miraculous that so many very old and beauti-

ful gardens have survived centuries of war and

revolution. From them we can learn of the vanished

way of life they represent, and of gardens intended

to be both a high art form and a living environment.

Perhaps—most importantly for the twentieth

century—we can see a very intimate appreciation of

nature. The books described below can serve as

keys to the gateway of understanding and apprecia-

tion of these gardens so different from our Western

gardens, yet so influential in their development.

Chung, Wah-nan. The Art of Chinese Gardens.

Hong Kong University Press, 1982. This book con-

sists mainly of large and very beautiful black-

and-white photos, chosen to show the beauty of

Chinese gardens and their relationship to nature.

The photos illustrate clearly the wonderful use of

texture and form in these gardens, which are the

elements often so foreign to the Western eye. The

foreword includes a lovely description of the para-

dox of Chinese gardens: “
. . . the mystery and joy

of tortuous rocks and illogically twisted footpaths

that help to infuse a sense of peace and quietism.”

Engle, David H. Creating a Chinese Garden.

Portland: Timber Press, 1986. Many excellent col-

or and black-and-white photographs illustrate this

guide to Chinese garden planning, design, and con-

struction techniques. Engle is the author of several

books on Japanese gardens. In his fascinating

chapter on affinities and contrasts, he concludes

that Japanese gardens are much more impersonal

than Chinese, with the use of both plants and

materials differing greatly. Perhaps the most useful

feature of this detailed and practical book is the plant

list, arranged in categories with English and

Chinese names.

Hu, Yunhua. Chinese Penjing: Miniature Trees

andLandscapes

.

Portland: Timber Press, 1988. Hu
Yunhua is the director of the Penjing Research

by Valerie Easton

Center of the Shanghai Botanical Garden, and his

text and photographs illustrate the unique beauty of

penjing. Over 150 excellent photographs and infor-

mation on aesthetic standards, styles, and techni-

ques aid in understanding this 1200-year-old art.

But no text or description can capture the fascina-

tion of these miniatures as can the names given for

each tree or landscape, including
‘

‘Coiling Dragon,

Crouching Tiger”,
‘

‘Brothers of the Same Root”,

and “Holding Up the Sky”.

Keswick, Maggie. The Chinese Garden
,
revised

edition. London: Academy Editions, 1986. The

meaning and history of Chinese gardens is explored

in this book by an author who has visited China

often since childhood.

She was able to visit many gardens not open to

foreigners, and beautiful photographs illustrate the

diversity of these, as well as the public gardens. The

garden as the background of Chinese civilization for

more than 5,000 years is explained through poetry

and painting, providing a glimpse not only of gar-

dens, but of the people who created them. An excel-

lent bibliography and selected list of famous gardens

open to visitors complete this fascinating and

thorough study.

Lesniewicz, Ilona, and I.Zhimin. Chinese Bonsai:

The Art of Penjing. London: Blandford Press,

1988. Penjing, the Chinese art of miniature trees

and miniature landscapes, was brought to Japan by

Buddhist monks in the tenth century, leading to the

development of the better-known bonsai.

The various styles of penjing are illustrated in im-

pressive photographs taken by German experts

from the Bonsai Center in Heidelberg, on an ex-

pedition to China in 1986. The examples chosen

for the book are particularly interesting as they

show the penjing in Chinese settings, against build-

ings and landscapes, and even being transported on

the back of a bicycle.

Morris, Edwin T. The Gardens of China:

History, Art and Meanings. New York: Charles

Scribner’s Sons, 1983. This book successfully in-

tegrates art, poetry, history, and philosophy to il-

lustrate and explain all those elements that create

the Chinese garden. Mr. Morris served as host and

guide to the workers from Suchou who installed the

Metropolitan Museum’s Chinese garden court, so

he understands the problems in translating the
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gardens of China for the West. His chapter on the

making of this Museum court, the first authentic

re-creation of a classical Chinese garden outside of

China, is fascinating, as are his suggestions for

transferring Chinese traditions to the Western

home and garden.

Quian, Yun, editor. Classical Chinese Gardens.

Hong Kong: Joint Publishing Co., 1982. This book

has by far the most beautiful photos of Chinese

gardens of any of the books available. Included are

over 200 large color photos of imperial gardens,

private gardens, and natural scenic gardens and

temples, taken by celebrated Chinese photog-

raphers. The impressive scale of the gardens and

plantings, as well as intimate details, are captured in

these remarkable pictures.

Tsu, Frances Ya-sing. Landscape Design in

Chinese Gardens. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1988.

Architecture is emphasized over plant life in

Chinese gardens: a Western garden is planted
,
a

Chinese garden is built. This title focuses on the ar-

chitectural design of Chinese gardens, relating these

aspects to their historical and cultural meaning and

development. Two worthwhile features include an

epilogue describing various attempts at creating

Chinese gardens in the West (interesting in light of

Seattle’s plans to do so) and a section with detailed

plans of famous gardens.

New on the Shelves
of the Elisabeth C. Miller Library

VALERIE EASTON

Caillet, Marie, and Joseph K. Mertzweiller,

editors. The Louisiana Iris. Waco, Texas: The

Society for Louisiana Irises, 1988.

Phillips, Roger, and Martyn Rix. Shrubs. New
York: Random House, 1989.

Pirone, P.P. Tree Maintenance
,

sixth edition.

New York: Oxford University Press, 1988.

Reinhardt, Thomas A., Martina Reinhardt, and

Mark Moskowitz. Ornamental Grass Gardening:

Design Ideas, Functions, and Effects. Los Angeles:

HP Books, 1989.

Taylor, Jan. Geraniums and Pelargoniums: The

Complete Guide to Cultivation, Propagation and

Exhibition. Marlborough: The Crowood Press,

1988.

Whiteside, Katherine. Antique Flowers. New
York: Villard Books, 1989.

Yang, Hongxun. The Classical Gardens of

China: History and Design Techniques

.

New York:

Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 1982. The history of

garden building in China, traced back to the tenth

century B.C., is explored by Yang Hongxun, a

Chinese landscape architect and vice chairman of

Architectural History for the People’s Republic of

China. Dozens of color photographs feature the

magnificent Imperial Gardens of the summer palace

outside Beijing, and other lesser-known and private

gardens.

In spite of an awkward text, the photos and

descriptions are excellent and explain the important

differences between public and private gardens

throughout the centuries.

Yu, Dejun. The Botanical Gardens of China.

Beijing: Science Press, 1983. A very different book

than the others described here, this title has color

photos of a great many plants featured in the

botanical gardens of China, with information on the

gardens’ history, programs, and research. These

gardens are located in many different areas of China,

and the diversity and variety of plants is impressive.

Valerie Easton is a librarian at the Elisabeth C. Miller

Library, Center for Urban Horticulture, and the book

review editor of the Arboretum Bulletin.

WellsAVedinaNURSERY
8300 Northeast 24th Street, Bellevue

454 1853
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Horticultural

Reader by Valerie Easton

A new, occasionalfeature of the Bulletin

highlights current journal articles of interest

to the Pacific Northwest gardener and

horticulturist

.

“Chinese Roots of Japanese Gardens,” by

Clive L. Justice. Pacific Horticulture 5(l):22-25,

spring 1989.

As Seattle anticipates the creation of its own
Chinese garden, this article helps to explain the

similarities between the Chinese style and the more

familiar Japanese style garden. Lovely photos il-

lustrate the use of rock, legend, and painting styles

in the development of these gardens.

“A Gift of Chinese Penjing,” by Dr. Henry M.

Cathey. American Horticulturist 67(10): 10- 12,

October 1988.

The author, director of the National Arboretum

in Washington, D.C., relates the story behind the

introduction to the National Arboretum of a collec-

tion of penjing plants from China.

“The Emerald City: Landscaping of Paradox,”

by David Streatfield. Landscape Architecture

78(6): 56-63, September/October 1988.

This article by a University of Washington profes-

sor of landscape architecture (who has written for the

Bulletin
)
is one of three articles in this issue about the

Seattle area. Local and national writers thoroughly

explore Gasworks Park, Bainbridge Island’s Bloedel

Reserve, and the University of Washington’s Center

for Urban Horticulture courtyard.

“Fads, Foibles, and Fine Ideas, 1984-1988.”

Hortldeas 6(1): 8-9, January 1989.

Brief reviews of horticultural ideas, including

some flops and some future trends, as reported in

Hortldeas over the last five years. Included is a list

of some of the cultivars considered the best by Hort-

ldeas readers since 1984.

“Mount Townsend,” by Dennis Thompson.

Bulletin of the American Rock Garden Society

46(4): 169- 176, fall 1988.

A descriptive guide to the native flora seen along

the trail from base to summit of this 5,280 foot tall

mountain in the northeastern Olympic range,

Washington.
‘

‘The Other Side of the Cascades,
’

’ by Ruby Wein-

berg. American Horticulturist 68(2): 14- 17; 36.

A visitor from New Jersey writes appreciatively

of the beauty, unique site, and difficult development

of the Ohme Gardens on a rocky hilltop outside of

Wenatchee, Washington.

Phyllodoce,
’

’ by Barry Starling. Plantsman 10,

pt. 2:88-100, September 1988.

A practical and authoritative account of all the

species and hybrids in cultivation is given by a

leading amateur English grower. Illustrated with

full-page drawings.

“Portland Potpourri,” by Anne Lovejoy. Hor-

ticulture 67:3:36-43, March 1989.

A local garden writer looks into a special, personal

Northwest garden and how it has evolved. Beautiful

photographs, interesting plant combinations, and the

focus on a garden smaller than an estate (about half

an acre) make this article noteworthy.

All of these journals can be found in the Elisabeth C.

Miller Library, Center for Urban Horticulture, Univer-

sity of Washington. The library is open 9-8 Monday;
9-5 Tuesday-Friday.

Errata

Former Seattleite Theo C. Smid of the

American Rhododendron Society (California

chapter) updated us in his letter of September

24, 1989. His comments were based on the ar-

ticle “Cold Injury at the Arboretum”

[52:2(20)]. Smid noted that Rhododendron

monosematum now is considered to be a

hybrid. R. polyandrum now is classified as R.

maddenii. ‘Fragrantissimum’, listed as a

species in the article, is a cross between R.

edgeworthii x R. formosum.

In 52:2, p. 23, the “New Town” concept

should have been identified as an early twen-

tieth century movement.
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Visit the display gardens of these

advertisers at the Northwest Flower

and Garden Show

:

Meet The Artist

Saturday, December 16, 1:00-3:00 pm
Frederick and Nelson

7th Floor, Fifth and Pine

Seattle, WA 98101 (206) 382-8538

"THE BLACK HOLLYHOCK A FORM OF ALTHEA ROSEA.”
WATERCOLOR 1989. 22" X 13-1/4". PHOTO BY PETER RAY

Recent

Paintings
Tuesday, Dec. 12- Sunday, Dec. 30

AJRneJS nUR$€RI€5
Growers and Propagators of

Choice Nursery Stock

Northwest
Wildflower Seed Mix

GARDENCENTER-NURSERY -FLORIST - GIFT SHOP

FOSTER/WHITE GALLERY



^Northwest, ~ ,

Flowery- and Garden
Show

Washington State Convention Center • Seattle

Feb. 16-19, 1990 (Presidents’ Day Weekend)

Featuring 27 Demonstration Gardens

and Major Displays, including

• rose garden • container garden

• herb garden • sculpture garden

• perennial garden • bog/wetland garden

• Japanese garden

• Thai elephant environment (presented by Seattle’s

Woodland Park Zoo)

. . . plus
• 286 booth exhibits

• continuous seminars and lectures, featuring noted

British author Rosemary Verey and renowned
Washington D.C. landscape architect, Jim van Sweden

• amateur competitions for horticulture and floral design

Amateur Competition Schedules available

November 10 from show office.

Advance tickets available beginning December 1

at most western Washington nurseries and florists,

and at the show office.

Preview Party evening of Feb. 15, sponsored by
Arboretum Foundation as a benefit for Washington Park
Arboretum. For Preview Party ticket information call

Arboretum Foundation offices (206) 325-4510.

1515 NW 51st St. • Seattle, WA 98107 • Phone (206) 789-5333
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